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What is
Equalization?

• Many people believe that equalization
and sales ratio are synonymous. Every state
performs their equalization differently and
Vermont is not an exception.
• In Vermont, we perform a sales ratio study
each year, as part of the equalization
study, to determine how close properties in
each town are being assessed compared to
their current fair market value. This process
is similar to other states although there are
some differences in the mechanics from
state to state.
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• For example, in the simplest terms‐

What is
Equalization?

Property X sells for $200,000. You would
expect the town assessment to be close to that
value. However, because of changes in the
market and the fact that their last town
reappraisal was 8 years ago the assessment
might be $150,000.
This one property is assessed at 75% of fair
market value (150,000/200,000).
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What is
Equalization?

• In order to determine what level of appraisal
a town is at (relative to 100%) we compare
all valid/arm’s length sales to the assessment
value in the town. Town assessments (listed
value at the time of sale) are compared to
sales price for all valid sales within a three‐
year period.
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What is a
valid/arm’s
length sale?

• As part of this process the towns have the
opportunity (and responsibility) to review all
the sales and provide information to us
about whether each sale should be included
in the study as a valid/arm’s length
transaction.
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What is a
valid/arm’s
length sale?

• An arm's length transaction is any deal,
contract or agreement between parties who
have no significant relationship with each
other, be it familial, friendly or business
related. In this sort of transaction, no party
has influence or control over another. They
are independent entities, each acting in their
own self‐interest.
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What is an
arm’s length
sale/fair
market
value?

•In order to understand whether or not a sale is a valid
sale you also need to understand what fair market
value is?
•Title 32 § 3481
•The estimated fair market value of a property is the price that the
property will bring in the market when offered for sale and
purchased by another, taking into consideration all the elements
of the availability of the property, its use both potential and
prospective, any functional deficiencies, and all other elements
such as age and condition that combine to give property a market
value. In determining estimated fair market value, the sale price of
the property in question is one element to consider but is not
solely determinative.
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There are many reasons a sale may* not be
considered valid for PVR purposes ‐ here are
some examples:

What would
make a sale
NOT arm’s
length/fair
market value?

• Sale from a family member – such as parent
to child
• Sale from an estate
• Sale from a bank after foreclosure or to a
bank in lieu of foreclosure
• Sale from a corporation to a member of the
same corporation
• Sale from a government agency or to a
government agency
*these are not assumed to be solely determinative.
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A few more reasons why a sale may* not be
considered valid for PVR purposes:

What would
make a sale
NOT arm’s
length/fair
market value?

• Sale where only a portion of the property
was sold
• Sale where only a portion of the rights to the
property were sold
• Tax sale
• Sale from a nontaxable entity
• Owner financing

*these are not assumed to be solely determinative.
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Because we are comparing the town assessment
to the sale, we also want the property that sold
to be the same as what was listed by the town.
“APPLES to APPLES” so to speak.

Other
reasons a
sale might
not be
included:

• Because of this we may also exclude some
sales if they are not apples to apples that
might be valid sales for other purposes. For
example:
• Subdivisions‐ only part of the property
that was listed by the town sold‐ 10 acres
sold from an assessment of 50 acres
• Major improvements to the property‐ sold
with a garage not listed yet by the town
• Abutter‐ sale to contiguous property owner
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Questions?

ANY QUESTIONS?
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What is
Equalization?

• Our goal is to use the best and most accurate
representation of sales in the town to
calculate an overall sales ratio.
• So, if you can imagine all the valid sales in a
town being used by comparing the listed
value to sales price for each, that is the bulk
of a sales ratio study.
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• A sales ratio study is one part of equalization.

What is
Equalization?

• A sales ratio study compares listed values to
sales price for an overall percentage or ratio
that represents the level a town is assessing
at relative to 100%.
• Statistical measures are used to make sure
the results are reasonable and consistent.
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Questions?

ANY QUESTIONS?
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• Equalization is then applying those ratios to
the town values to convert them to 100% of
fair market value. In Vermont, we equalize all
towns to 100%.

What is
Equalization?

• Why do we equalize?
• Fairness‐ all towns are equalized to
100% so that education tax rates and
education liability amounts are based
on all towns being equal.
• CLA and COD‐ we equalize to calculate
the CLA (Common Level of Appraisal)
and COD (Coefficient of Dispersion).
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What are the
CLA and COD
used for?

• CLA (Common Level of Appraisal) is used to
express the overall level (ratio) the town
is relative to 100%. This is different from the
town ratio they would get just by comparing
listed values to sales. The difference is that
we at PVR also apply a ratio adjustment for
utility property, cable property and current
use property.
• CLA and COD are used to determine when a
town will be mandated to complete a
reappraisal.
• If the CLA is over 115 or under 85‐ the towns will
be required to reappraise.
• If the COD is over 20 the town will be required to
reappraise.
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What is the
CLA used for?

• Because assessments are not updated each year and
it is unrealistic to reappraise all properties annually,
the CLA is used to adjust the base education tax rates
for each town to bring all tax rates to 100%.
• The CLA is used to adjust “use values” in current use
(land use) to 100%.
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What is the
CLA used for?

• A CLA over 100% means that in general the
town is assessing properties at more than
100% of fair market value.
• A CLA under 100% means that in general the
town is assessing properties at less than
100% of fair market value.
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Questions?

ANY QUESTIONS?
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How is
current use
handled for
equalization?

• PVR also performs an adjustment for current
use each year as part of the equalization
study in order to help calculate the hold
harmless amount that is paid to the towns
for money lost from current use enrollment.
This hold harmless amount is for the loss on
the municipal tax rate only. The loss in
education tax is borne by all taxpayers in the
entire state equally.
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Equalization
Study and
County Taxes:

Another item that is affected by
equalization, but is not obvious, is the
County Tax.
The County Tax paid by each
municipality is also calculated based on
the equalized values produced by the
study.
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• Simply put‐if your property sold for $200,000 but was
assessed by the town at 150,000‐ we would equalize
that 150,000 to 100% for town liability and CLA
calculation.*
• Assuming there were only 5 valid sales in the town over
3 years it would look like this:

How do you
equalize?

Listed Value (LV)

Sales Price (SP)

150,000

200,000

75%

100,000

130,000

76.92%

300,400

400,000

75.10%

Individual Ratio

25,000

50,000

50%

200,000

175,000

114.28%

Total LV – 775,400

Total SP –
955,000

Aggregate Ratio = 81.19%

*There are other statistical measures and adjustment including utility
and current use. These are not seen here, and this is highly simplified
for demonstration purposes.
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• Total LV‐775,400
Total SP‐ 955,000
Overall Aggregate Ratio= 81.19%
• Assuming the town grand list total was
$5,000,000 /.8189= 6,158,393*

How do you
equalize?

• 6,158,393 would be the equalized grand list
value representing 100%.

*There are other statistical measures and adjustment including utility
and current use. These are not seen here and this is highly simplified
for demonstration purposes.
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What is the
COD?

The short answer is the COD or Coefficient of Dispersion
is the measure of fairness. In other words, some
properties in a town are above 100% and some are
below 100%. The COD measures the spread from the
high ratio to the low ratio around the middle. In short,
are the assessment levels fair or close enough to similar
so that people are not being taxed inequitably.
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What is the
COD?

• Coefficient of Dispersion (COD): a measure of uniformity of
appraisals for all properties on the Grand List. e.g., if a town has
valued every property at 100% FMV (every property has an
assessment to FMV ratio of 100%), there is 0
dispersion. Similarly, if every property is assessed at 80% of
FMV, there is 0 dispersion. However, if the town average
assessment to sales ratio is 80% but individual assessments vary
markedly either above or below the average, then the disparity
of assessments will reflect in a COD greater than 0%. Zero is a
perfect COD score and indicates absolute fairness insofar as
every taxpayer is appraised at the same percentage of FMV. The
higher the number, the greater the dispersion (or disparity in
how properties are assessed). Because of market fluctuations, a
COD less than 10 is unusual. Statistically, it is the average
absolute deviation of a group of numbers from the
median expressed as a percentage of the median. Vermont
municipalities must reappraise the properties in their town
when the COD rises above 20. (32 V.S.A. § 4041a(b)).
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• Equalization Quiz‐
• Does a CLA of 110 mean that your town is
assessing over or under fair market value ?
OVER

How do you
equalize:
Quiz and
Answers

• Does a CLA of 86 mean that your town is
assessing over or under fair market value?
UNDER

• Does a CLA over 115 mean you will be
required to reappraise?

YES
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• Equalization Quiz‐

• If a town has a COD above 20 will they be
required to reappraise?

How do you
equalize:
Quiz and
Answers

YES

• Does a CLA under 90 mean that your town will
be required to reappraise?
NO

• Does your education tax rate increase or
decrease if your town is assessing at 92% of fair
market value (absent school spending
INCREASE
adjustment)?
• Is a sales ratio study the same
thing as equalization?

NO
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Equalization
Study ‐ What
is different
this year?

• Since the beginning of COVID‐19 the real
estate market has shifted, and Vermont has
become a very desirable place to be. That
combined with not a lot of property for sale
(low inventory) has created a dramatic
increase in the demand and therefore the
price that people are willing to pay.
• Consequently, the town values are lower on
average than the selling prices which means
their CLA’s are going down. In some towns
dramatically.
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Equalization
Study? What
is different
this year?
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 As anticipated, the Study was impacted by the
significant changes in the real estate market.

Equalization
Study? What
are the take
aways for this
year?

 Due to the increase in fair market values, many
CLA’s have decreased. This may cause education
tax rates to increase (unknown until budgets are
finalized).
 As a result of the Study, 22 new towns will be
ordered to reappraise due to the level of CLA or
COD.
o This determination is based using the last
three years of valid sales data when compared
to the listed values at time of sale.
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Equalization
Study? What
are the take
aways for this
year?

 Towns are given the opportunity to appeal their
study results and must do so within 35 days of
the mailing date of those results.
 Many of the towns that are being ordered to
reappraise have not conducted a reappraisal in
10 or more years.
 Due to limited reappraisal contractors in
Vermont‐ PVR will be working with the towns
under reappraisal order to get a contract as soon
as possible.
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Equalization
Study

Thank you and
have a nice day
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Equalization Study
Sales Validation
Presenters: PVR District Advisors
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
Things to know regarding sales review ‐
A. Use the sales entry system to track sales in your
town.
B. Know your sales in order to determine whether they
are valid or invalid for PVR’s Equalization Study.
C. We may require evidence from you to document
your reason for kicking out invalid sales.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
Things to know regarding sales reviewing ‐
D. MARKET RESEARCH: several real estate websites can
provide information for your market area.
A few of these sites are:
‐ Estately
‐ Picket Fence Preview
‐ Trulia
‐ Zillow
‐ NEREN
Auction sites are also helpful. For example,
www.auction.com
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

Things to know regarding sales review ‐
E. We expect you to do research when necessary.
By law, your town gets paid $1 per GL parcel to assist us
with the Equalization Study.
Statute 32 V.S.A § 5405
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
Things to know regarding sales review ‐
F. Sales Verification Letters (SVL)
G. The listed value that gets verified in VTPIE
should be as of the date of the sale (in the “As Billed
Grand List”).
Example: Sales from 4/1/21 ‐ 3/31/22 should correspond to the
listed value in the 2021 grand list
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

6
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
Things to know regarding sales review ‐
H. When you fill out the verification of sales in VTPIE,
please word your comments appropriately and have
them correspond with the reason for removing the
sale.
I. Grievance values: we don’t accept grievance value
changes as a reason to kick a sale out of the study.
J. Mobile Home Parks: all sales to or from MH park
owners are removed (#19).
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

Things to know regarding sales review ‐
K. Relocation company sales: businesses hire relocation
companies to buy/sell real estate when employees
relocate; we eliminate these sales from the study.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALES REMOVAL:
Below is the list of Reasons for sales to be considered
invalid:
1‐7) Typically eliminated by PVR prior to export to towns
(All older sales are found in myVTax on the PTTR Search tab.)

4) Time Share – these sales transfer a set period of time
to use a property vs. fee simple ownership.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
8) Family – especially for buyers and sellers with
different last names, please don’t just say family –
state the relationship: father/son, first cousins,
step‐mother/step‐son, marriage, etc.
Wording example for VTPIE: “Family: Buyer is niece of sellers”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
9) Corp/Stockholder – most states have a Secretary of
State (or equivalent) website on which you can look up
corporation names and ownership information. The
Vermont Secretary of State business inquiry website is
located at this link: Vermont Secretary of State
Corporations Division
Wording example for VTPIE: “Buyer is a principal of the seller
business, per VT Secretary of State website.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

10) Auction / Foreclosure / Bank Property / Liquidation /
Tax Sales / Sheriff’s Sales / Bankruptcy / Receivership /
Dissolution or Liquidation Sales –
Documentation might include a printed auction notice,
deed pages mentioning foreclosure, delinquent tax history
prior to sale, PTTR wording, marketing/MLS wording that
indicates liquidation, or a town SVL stating a liquidation
situation.
Short Sales: Bankers or brokers are typically good sources of
information
Wording example for VT PIE : “Liquidation – seller was under financial
duress and could not afford to keep the property. Delinquent tax report
for the past 2 years is available.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
10) Auction / Foreclosure / Bank Property / Liquidation
Tax Sales / Sheriff’s Sales / Bankruptcy / Receivership /
Dissolution or Liquidation Sales –
Wording example for VTPIE : “Auction sale – copy of auction
notice available for viewing.”
Wording example for VTPIE : “Bank Foreclosure: per deed” OR
“See PTTR wording.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
11) Estate Sales –
Sales by and to guardians, trustees, executors, and
administrators should often, but not always, be labeled
as invalid. If you aren’t sure, send out town SVLs and/or
request that we send them.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
12) Government –
Sales to or from the U.S. Government, State of Vermont,
or any political subdivision of Vermont will not be
included in the study.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
13) Charity / Religious / Benevolent – This can include
churches, religious organizations, and not‐for‐profit
organizations. To check on a Vermont organization’s
business structure to determine profit status, go to:
https://www.vtsosonline.com/online/BusinessInquire/
Business Type: Domestic Non‐profit Corporation.

Wording example for VTPIE: “Buyer is a domestic non‐profit per
VT Secretary of State’s website.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
14) Unusual Financing – Sales where financing
significantly affected sale price. Cash financing or owner
financing may not necessarily invalidate a sale.
Wording example for VTPIE: “100% seller financing at 20% for
45 years, per town Sales Verification Letter from seller.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
15) Partial Interest – This is not the same thing as a
subdivision! Partial interest relates to ownership and
legal rights.
Example 1: A 10‐acre lot sold, but prior to the sale the sellers
transferred a legal right‐of‐way through the middle of the
property for their daughter to access land she was purchasing
next door.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
15) Partial Interest
Example 2: A couple sells their 20‐acre lot and house, and at the
same time transfers future development rights of the land to a
conservation agency.
Example 3: A property owner sells his 50‐acre woodlot with new
legal restrictions on it – allowing only 1 building to be
constructed in the next 80 years and giving himself the right to
build a pond on the property, including the use of the pond’s
surrounding 2 acres for the seller’s lifetime.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

16) Property Assessed in More Than 1 Town
Wording example for VTPIE: “Sale includes 50 acres in Example
Town.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

17) Excessive Personal Property
Excessive personal property – this requires documentation, such
as an amount stated on the PTTR.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

18) Subdivision
Sales of property conveying only a portion of the assessed unit
will be excluded because the total listed value will not match the
portion that sold.
Wording example for VTPIE: “Purchase was 3 acres out of 15
acres listed.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
19) Other
This category should be used for atypical situations or
where none of the other categories are appropriate. We
require a written explanation for these sales.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

19) Other:
• Had to Relocate Quickly –
Cases where the seller had to sell quickly (to move into a nursing
home, couldn’t take care of the property, couldn’t afford the
property) all need supporting documentation.
Wording examples for VTPIE: “Town SVL from seller’s son states that
she could no longer keep the property up and sold at a loss in order to
move into a nursing home.”
“Seller was in her 90s and could no longer live alone or afford the
taxes. She was on the delinquent tax report the last 2 years.”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

19) Other:
• Close Friends (with no marketing) is another type of sale that
should go under #19. Please give us details regarding how you
are aware of the situation and be prepared to provide
documentation.

• Boundary Adjustments / Sales Involving a Deferral of
Permit / Property Swaps or Exchanges: Please provide
pertinent details.

• Other: Other situations. Please provide details.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

20) Abutter Sales
Wording example for VTPIE: “Abutter sale: the buyer
already owned parcel #______ SPAN ‐ _________” (the last
5 digits OR the parcel # are sufficient). Copies of maps are
helpful
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:
21) Large Change post assessment: This is for when
someone has made improvements (or has taken down a
building or a building had burned) between the April 1
preceding the sale and the actual sale date.
Wording example for VTPIE: “Purchase price includes a 1000 sq.
ft. addition added before the sale but after April 1. New LV is
$____________.”
Wording example for VTPIE: “Property at time of sale was listed
as 70% complete, sold at 100% complete. New LV
$___________.”
Note: These sales will ONLY be considered invalid if their overall
value is changed in the next Grand List year.
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Equalization Study Sales Validation
REASONS FOR SALE REMOVAL:

22) Resale
Please use this for the first of two sales in the study period
(does not automatically remove sale, for informational
purpose only).

Wording example for VTPIE: If sold twice, “Blanch to Cross
3/2019 (coded as 22) / Cross to Smith 5/2020 (not coded as 22).”
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Equalization Study Sales Validation

Questions?

29
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Your Equalization Study
How to read and understand
the results
Christie Wright PVR, Field Director
&
Teri Gildersleeve, PV Operations Chief

February 2022

What is
Equalization?

What is equalization?
Equalization is the process of comparing
sale prices to listed values in a given town
for a three-year period. These sales and
ratios are aggregated to show the level
your town is assessing at, relative to 100%
of fair market value (known as the CLA or
Common Level of Appraisal). The level of
assessment is then applied to your total
town assessed values represented on your
411 form to equalize your values to 100%.

What is
Equalization?

What is equalization?
For example- If your town was determined
to be assessing properties at 80% of fair
market value, the equalization process
would add 20% to your 411 values to
equalize your town to 100%. Conversely, if
your town was determined to be assessing
properties at 105% of fair market value, the
equalization process would reduce your
411 values by 5% to equalize your town to
100%.
These equalized values are then used to
determine education rates and school
funding so that all towns share equally in
that funding.

Why do we do
Equalization?

Why do we do equalization?
The equalization process is a statutory
obligation of the tax department.
The commissioner is required to determine
the equalized education property tax grand
list and coefficient of dispersion (COD) for
each municipality in the State. 32 V.S.A.
§5405. The COD helps to ensure that
property valuations within a municipality
are equitable.

What is the
impact of
Equalization /
CLA?

What is the impact of Equalization/ CLA?
The results of the Equalization Study are used to do
the following:
• Determine education property tax rates
• Determine whether a municipality must undergo a
reappraisal
• Determine taxes municipalities pay to the county
• The CLA is applied to current use value to
equalize and make equitable
• The CLA is applied to appeals beyond lister
grievance to make fmv equitable
• The CLA is applied to utility values each year to
make fmv equitable
• The CLA is applied directly to education tax rates
to equalize the rates

What is the CLA?

What is CLA?

The CLA is the Common Level of Appraisal and is one of the
primary functions and outputs of the equalization study. The
CLA represents the level Property Valuation and Review has
determined your town to be assessing at relative to 100%. It is
referred to as the Common Level of Appraisal because in
addition to sales ratios from three years there is a utility ratio
applied to equalize utilities and a current use adjustment
Any sales study performed by a town would yield a Level of
Appraisal (LOA not CLA) because it would be lacking these
adjustments.

What is CLA?

When you are looking at the final
computation sheet - the common level of
appraisal is the education property value
(listed value) + Cable (if applicable) divided
by the equalized education property value.

What is CLA?

Towns are required by statute to maintain a
Common Level of Appraisal that does not
exceed 115% and does not go below 85%. If
these limits are not met, the Division of
Property Valuation and Review will order the
town to complete a reappraisal. (Title 32-5405)

What is COD?

What is the COD?
The COD is the Coefficient of Dispersion and is
a measure of equity. It shows how fairly
distributed the property tax is within a town. A
high COD (above 20%) means that many
taxpayers are paying more than their fair share,
and many are paying less than their fair share.
If a town’s COD is higher than 20%, a town is
required to reappraise. The COD is the average
of the absolute deviations of each sales ratio
from the median ratio, divided by the median
ratio.

What is COD?

Towns are required by statute to maintain a
Coefficient of Dispersion that does not exceed
20%. If this limit is not met, the Division of
Property Valuation and Review will order the
town to complete a reappraisal. (Title 32-5405)

What is the
Lister/Assessor
Role &
Responsibility?

What is the Lister/Assessor Role &
Responsibility when it comes to this
process?
The listers/assessor are asked to provide
feedback to PVR each year about the validity of
sales. It is essential to spend sufficient time
researching sales that come into your office to
determine if they represent valid/arms- length
transactions. The importance cannot be
understated. If you are not allowed enough
time to do this, you might want to have a
conversation with your Selectboard about the
impact of these numbers.

What is the
Lister/Assessor
Role &
Responsibility?

What is the Lister/Assessor Role &
Responsibility when it comes to this
process?
The results of the sales study hinge primarily
on the quality of data that is used.
It is also important for you to study sales for
your own purposes to have knowledge and
insight into your level of assessment so you
can speak about it to taxpayers and town
officials in addition to making decisions and
planning adjustments to your grand list. A
complete reappraisal is only one option.

Where do I get
my
Equalization
Results?

What do the
Equalization
Results look
like?

What do the
Equalization
Results look
like?

Highlighted text and
equations are not on your
printed equalization study

Is the sale included or
not included in the EQ study

How to
Calculate
COD?

Do not add “ ` “ sign to
calculation

COD
Calculations

How to
Determine
which Ratio is
Used in each
Category

How to Know if
a Sale is
Included?

Questions?

Any Questions?

